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1. Activities Since the Last Report (Board Meeting):

   a. February
      i. Weekly Staff Zoom
      ii. Weekly Officer Zoom
      iii. Weekly “Open Leg Comm” Zoom – first meeting for Leg Session
      iv. WA-ACTE Professional Development Comm Zoom
      v. Monthly FAME Committee Zoom
      vi. CTE OSPI Zoom meeting
      vii. Bi-weekly National Executive Directors Association (NEDA) Zoom
      viii. Met with PESB about our CTE Admin program proposal on step 2
      ix. Leg meeting with Sen Gildon
      x. Biweekly OSPI Zoom
      xi. WA-STEM Coalition Zoom
      xii. WACTA professional development zoom
      xiii. AWB Education and Workforce Zoom
      xiv. National Policy Seminar (NPS) Orientation Zoom
      xv. WA FBLA/DECA Officer Leg training zoom
      xvi. ACTE State Leaders Monthly Zoom
      xvii. Work-Integrated Advisory Committee Zoom
      xviii. NPS Opening Session Zoom
      xix. NPS Hot Topics
      xx. NPS Congressional Staff Panel Zoom
      xxi. NPS Best Practices in Influencing Policy Zoom
      xxii. NPS Washington State Planning Zoom
      xxiii. Rep Newhouse Zoom Meeting
      xxiv. Monthly Check in with Becky and Sam at OPSI
      xxv. NPS School Tour of Butler Tech via Zoom
      xxvi. WITEA Bord Meeting
      xxvii. Sen Murray Zoom Meeting
      xxviii. WACTA Board Zoom Meeting
   
   b. March
      i. WACTA Conference via Zoom
      ii. Presented “Engaging in the Legislative Process” at WACTA Conference via Zoom
      iii. WACTA Business Zoom Meeting
      iv. *Rep McMorris Rodgers Zoom Meeting
      v. Rep Strickland Zoom Meeting
      vi. WACTA Internship Committee Zoom Meeting
      vii. Rep Jayapal Zoom Meeting
      viii. Rep Schrier Zoom Meeting
      ix. Rep Herrera Beutler Zoom Meeting
      x. *Rep Kilmer Zoom Meeting
      xi. Rep Larsen Zoom Meeting
      xii. CTE OSPI Advisory Committee Zoom Meeting
      xiii. Rep Smith Zoom Meeting
      xiv. WITEA Spring Conference Support for Whova w/ Vendors
      xv. Succession Planning Webinar
      xvi. WA-ACTE Board Zoom Meeting